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Overview: on mass.  

During my process of becoming a counsellor I have explored many ideas, theories and practices, a 
proportion of these ideas have resulted in a fused construct, something like the inside of an orange 
or an exploded rock formation that come about under the force of natural compression. A 
compression that is a creator of rigid crystal formations that have given way to space.  The segments 
and crystals are what I have come to call Non-Voyeuristic Emotional Balance Therapy (NVEBT), aside 
another part of my work that I call “Accessing Calm Existential Space” (AEPS).   

I am someone who has personally looked at, tried and practiced many ideas with regards to emotion 
and well-being since the 1980’s’s wave of self-help.  I am asthmatic and when younger had 
experienced some very deep peaceful places during attacks – I would describe these as beyond the 
attack and beyond logic.  This also led me to curiously read books, follow Guru’s and attending deep 
meditations of which confirmed things and taught me to trust my experience.  In this time space I 
had also come to experience strong dissonant intrapersonal systemic affects (I won’t disclose here), 
these experiences prompted my quest for something therapeutically useful, I was still searching.  
More recently I’ve explored pluralistic ideas in the counselling context and this highlighted and 
pointed-out that clients, by large, seek new experiences along with expecting something to be done.   
Recognising this also falls in line with the structuralist views that formed brief therapies.  This 
embraces the assumption clients do not know what to do within therapy, whilst the therapist does.  
It was also highlighted in discussions within my counselling fraternity that therapists look for 
something to therapeutically “do” with clients while they are in the counselling chair – begging the 
question “what do counsellors do that really matters?”  I started thinking about what it is I am doing 
with clients or what clients are doing that they need to do rather than doing something to clients as 
a pre-set or what if a pre-set allowed the client to do for themselves – what if both happened or 
more? Should I guide others to what I knew or would that violate them?  Do I really believe in what I 
know?  Systemic doubt cannot be ignored. 

I believe if therapists do things to clients, in-turn this doing does more than the given doing and the 
client has their own idea of what is being done and what they want to do that, then,  forms a 
paralleled process where one overshadows the other. How can this shaming narrative be useful and 
not shaming?  This, action of doing to or onto another can, in effect, decrease a persons power and 
become a burden despite the outsider believing it is positive or proven.  Albeit therapists could 
choose to nudge a client onto a powerful resource, idea or narrative to align their personal views or 
therapeutic slant and views about science, for example, it remains argued that it is more liberating 



for the client if they find a way to do what they need themselves instead of simply teaching them.  
However, it seems evident that pushing people with dominating proven rhetoric is somewhat 
normalized and accepted but simultaneously and increasingly many are requesting a sense of gentle 
lifting.  Albeit I agree by meeting another human there is unavoidably an exchange of these doings 
and of course no matter how minimal that can become it remains a doing to, in most cases, or more 
gently a doing with, and this gentle approach is what NVEBT intends to do - minimise the external 
doings-to; to instead elicit a freedom to discover the embedded internal doings of the clients 
resources, find and realize their own balance instead of outside forces demanding difference. Does 
not the demand of difference also contain a message of worthlessness?  This generates an enriched 
projection in a systemic context as argued by Schwartz (), a more wholesome and accepting 
positioning.   Furthermore, I believe Rogers’ Core Conditions are a reflection of this counter-cultural 
or reverse psychology that (1) undoes conditions of worthlessness and (2) flips the internalized 
cultural impacts on their heads, giving rise to postmodern culture and wholesome constructionism.  
Rogers created a-way-of-being or a way to access more being, this in my opinion, as others, reflects 
Vipassana meditation especially if merging Rogers ideas with those espoused by the work of 
Gendlin’s Focusing – looking into and at -discovering more than anything in particular, both being 
with and differentiating the self.   

The ideas I have viewed herein include but are not limited by: Inner language, Narrative and 
Systemic ideas, Creative visualization, Guided imagery, Vipassana meditation (Mindfulness), Person-
centred Phenomenological, Existential, Rational Emotive Behavioural Therapy (RECBT) - Ellisian, CBT 
- Beckian, Acceptance and Commitment Therapy (ACT), Focusing and also Compassion Focused (CF) 
ways of practicing.   

If we consider Freud and his idea that humans house a cauldron of emotions that are active 
dynamics of interaction is it not difficult to understand this as a widened-out elaboration in Jungian 
terms. i.e. Archetypes or collective consciousness have been explicated.  Putting this in systemic 
terms the family are the collective characters and the cauldron is the therapy room.  This all follows 
the same patterns and is a zoom-in or zoom-out perspective as argued by Bateson where the system 
reaches the intra and inter, in the same respect they are both reflections of each other - but beyond 
this beholds much, and much more.    

I would suggest NVEBT is nothing new but is a blend of pre-existing ideas re-packaged or re-worded 
or viewed differently with a recipe and method that could in by its nature also be argued as new or 
nothing new at all or be both/and.  Either way it is a blend that is something to do with clients that 
has proven to be useful, enlightening, rewarding, change enhancing, dissolving, resilience making, 
accepting and committing but also and importantly emotionally balancing aside ACES, of which 
provides views, relational perspective and accesses wonderous calm. 

NVEBT could be described as similar as, or another form of Metta Cognitive Therapy (MCT).  
However, I would argue it to be a meta narrative of psychotherapeutic ideas that has formulated as 
a way of practicing within my own world of worlds and within my being. Further to this I have found 
NVEBT to be rewardingly insightful - enough so that I become confident to share it and practice with 
others.  Compared to MCT, I see it as though, NVEBT focuses more on the affects that is or has 
become embedded inside the body due to social effects, actions and reactivity to both the internal 
perceptions and the individuals amalgamed innate landscapes and directive forces of the external 
world.  This means personal constructs manifest with and aside core emotions that formulate 
emotional systems of their own life-force (sub-systems).  I believe these can also cling and or 
associate or attach as emmeshed systems (useful or otherwise) and as Rogers described conditions 
of worth or systemic thinking describes within positioning theory and the inter-relational focus in 
diadic or multi-partial contexts.  MCT alike systemic practitioner seems to focus more towards these 
outside forces or external stimulus’, a slant towards the behavioural context, impacting onto the 
clients world.  However, Bateson and Bowen argued this happens both intrapersonally and inter-



personally, it makes no difference, its relational.  NVEBT asks to work with the clients own versions 
and problem contextualizations with or without verbalizing and understandings of these – no matter 
how ridiculous the descriptions or manifestations seem to the clinician, client or others they have a 
need to be expressive as argued by Reason().  Mental capacity is assumed and with inclusion and life 
confirmation sense making shifts naturally - with the systems own need for efficiency from a deeper 
system of self-preservation.  This is accessed via the NVEBT process with no need to discuss it unless 
the client feels the need.   

 

This all, it seems, progresses towards the core emotional compounds (schemata), or otherwise could 
be described as embodied narratives that drive impacting forces upon to a persons being (a whole 
body feeling), gestalt.  NVEBT also helps identify and separate the individual feelings; contextualising 
in a way much like Focusing Orientated Psychotherapy (FOP) explore the workings of inner systems, 
except that it could be argued as more in-line with the ideas of mutuality that are embedded within 
the practice of systematic Vipassana dissolve because NVEBT maintains a safe accepting position to 
what is presented, whilst dissecting experiences in a splitting fashion; (See HG Fibromyalgia 
contextual sight).  NVEBT also put its focuses with the core emotions rather than the widespread 
sensations that Vipassana or Mindfulness asks of their approaches.  Here, then, NVEBT becomes a 
more specifically targeted practice that leaves feeling to be feeling and emotion to be emotion, as 
distinctive contexts in their own right and to relocate particles naturally despite – a kind of sorting 
process.   

During a deep Vipassana meditation was where these initial ideas were fused although I had 
practiced may meditation ideas over the years, realizing and reinforcing the similarities and links to 
what was needed as a focused practice on a different level. This meditation was also attended post 
studies in counselling theories.  Meditation helped me make much sense of these theories within 
body-mind-experientially felt contexts and realization.  Here then NVEBT also meets the Compassion 
Focused emotional exploration settings but is less directive and more simplified because NVEBT does 
not instruct onto the clients world and does not instruct them what to give themselves but simply 
asks them to visit themselves.  NVEBT’s core focus points raise values with the emergence of what 
and how these systems are supported.  NVEBT leaves room for the clients self-exploration about the 
autonomies that exist and are noticed within the clients world for them to come to their own 
realizations, via self-curiosity and often awe.  NVEBT, in this context then, also fits very well with 
systemic ideas especially those explicitly described within the intrapsychic model of Internal Family 
Systems (IFS), where all parts of a system (sub-systems) have value and some of these parts that are 
both embodied in the person and embedded within a culture of competitive dominance as 
autonomous sub-selves (see Mozaic Mind).  This further resonates Rogers (1951) ideas (note the 
plurality of the word conditions) with the multiple contexts of conditions of worth as suppressed 
living realities that, otherwise, if were not devalued would allow for more systemic freedom.  
However, there may be room for this ideology to be expressed as conditons of/have worths in a 
postmodernist context.  The idea of NVEBT, then, is to loosen-up the system in a way that Rogers 
described as psychological loosening and emerging self concept (Self) in IFS, giving existential space. 
Here I do not refer to ACES but more like Bowen’s idea of self-differentiation.  This allows the 
meaning free-up and transform into meanings – with the explicit recognition of little and big or 
multiplicity of changes happening, in most cases, with a freeing and balancing calming effect for the 
individual -this could also be attributed to Fonagy’s re-mentalization or IFS’s unburdening and 
healing process.    

 

This position gives room, aligns or prepares the ground for the systemic idea of the space between.  
In the NVEBT context, though, there are many spaces between and with adding ACES to the mix 



there becomes a space between the spaces between – meta space or existential space.  The one 
that can make the difference that makes a welcomed difference, as per Bowens triangle theory – as 
many Indian Gurus have reiterated “That which you seek is already inside of you”. 

 

When doing therapy with clients I often found myself exploring different systemic aspects, contexts, 
parts, thoughts, emotions, perspectives of what a client was suggesting or trying to express and 
sometimes these parts split into multiples or when looking at them more closely the systemic nature 
become sighted and space emerges, as though uncovered.  I question if it would be therapy, at all, if 
we didn’t do this or avoided focusing on and being with or existing and constructed emotions or 
body feelings?  Sometimes identifying as the client’s own constructs of what had been socially given 
and embodied over laying emotion or feeling as a type of shell or skin.  Other times personal choices 
that had been constructed but outlived, only to be stuck as though arrested and imprisoned, to then 
act them out as though trapped within rigid re-incarnation compulsions, that dominate existence 
with angry cries – a certain track and destination – a traditionalist force.  I realise that albeit 
empathy is a wonderful gift and can indeed generate relational depth and a compassionate 
connection, either almost instantly or over many sessions realizing a sense of personal construct or 
what Erikson called life metaphor.  Nevertheless, when considering relational dynamics I cannot 
disvalue the value of systemic doubt about any emerging understandings; despite dialogical 
alignment with the narrow band of words.  I believe it would be dangerous, as counsellors, to 
assume the words used or felt senses experienced result as absolute wholesome factual connection 
as though it were a singular understanding rather than a dual or multi-partial understanding of these 
types of personal construct.  How can I assume a same understanding as another when each has 
been constructed with different phenomena and understood from differing systemic positions of 
meaning that were also informed from a many/and position? There can only be two reality 
collectives and a third created between them that is untouchable and arising – often to be found in 
uncertainty, hindsight or upon reflection.  If I consider the systemic idea that most ecological 
contexts remain outside of the relational space and between the part view of the person as a client 
or dialogical domain, the client and counsellor will only formulate dialogue that can only potentially 
join and make real connection to a small proportion of the actual realities.   We could only imagine, 
in a sense, a bridged view, each of us having our own view, a something between worlds, instead of 
joining there can only be ambient closeness – systemic approximation.  Otherwise, this would 
construct-over (in a dwarfing manner) from pre-established systems it blinds or shields reality – it 
would be toxic complimentary communication (Watzlawick et al, ).  Also this could be viewed more 
gently as a perturbation effect from the co-created third system.  If this happens, then it becomes a 
constructivist doing- to and adds-to rather than being-with what is actually there within an empathic 
oneness.  If this happens in a closed system by the client alone it is a self-doing to or a self-
leadership leaving the sub-systems in-tact and un-burdened.  Here, NVEBT forms many bridges and 
creates a deeply focused meta-narrative out of the multiplicity of scripts embedded within a persons 
being, by minimizing and distancing the therapist interferences or additions, much like a systemic 
therapist minimizes via circularity but adds withness because the therapist is inside and part of the 
system.  NVEBT, in this context, reduces and postpones the therapist’s interpretations and 
interferences providing a way and space to help the client access their self-enriching contexts with 
symmetrical escalation within multiparticle wholeness that gives way to space as the natural rock 
formations mentioned earlier.  NVEBT, then, is a closed system practice, also like the rocks, that later 
invites feedback loops from the client in the wider open-system- context where counselling 
interpretations can emerge into a relationship in the inter-relational landscape.  A systemic slowing 
down and self-reflective / reflexive processing is brought about under close self-examination and 
reflection.  NVEBT allows any resident multiplicity and polyphony to become expressive as an 
enriched narrative. The process of NVEBT allows access of what is beyond the distortion of logic and 
the reduction inter-effective words that are only attempts to fit to experiences.   NVEBT allows the 



experiences beyond words or labels to be useful and do their own autonomous thing.  Checcin 
argued a position of neutrality where family members were given time and space to voice their 
positions and experiences to inform the system what it was missing, alike Gendlin’s ideas give time 
to focus and realize “what is” actually present.  NVEBT works towards generating this at the inner 
core of being, where the spaces between inner constructs are elicited there is much more 
connection than the obvious surface phenomena or skin.  NVEBT along with ACES positions 
neutrality where Rogers and Schwartz position the “true” self, or what Buddhism argues to be the 
Non-self – a place beyond the constructs, a space between.  This could be described to be the 
forgotten landscapes between or under the OVERSELF or the OVER-selves of shame that have been 
formed as protective barriers or dynamic forces.  This place being more an observation post on 
another level that may be seen as dissociation by some, however, it is about “being-with” the whole 
rather than tuning-out.  A paradox of distance and closeness, simultaneously.  It is like an access 
portal or doorway to the inner landscapes guided where all are joined or bridged - with a map and 
language coded for the individual that gives guidance to the systems bloods flow towards awareness 
otherwise denied - much like guided imagery, visualizations and vipassana does, it stands against 
ignorance or avoidance and dominating particulate – it is counter-cultural.   

If NVEBT were described as culture it would be everything except the constructed barriers of any 
buildings fabric and if it were the building itself it would be the supporting floors and walls and air 
between rather than the tables, chairs, doors and machines within the boundaries of the building.  
All of this meaning the awareness of the contents and more….  In the same way the NVEBT method 
generates new meaning with but not over these embodied contexts as they become re-visited from 
a position that emerges with awareness developing with-in the space between.  In an equal-loop 
fashion NVEBT assists the embodied contexts to become directly attended but by permitting limited-
time slots that potential actively highlighting the unsaid and subsequently these arise with other 
chances to experience more and in the contact share more freely into the intrapsychic system and 
free into the inter systemic mindscape.  This systematically allows the core and significant embodied 
experiences to become more balanced and opens-out those systems to the client because the 
system generates more clarifications of breathing space consciousness – the universe expands, 
contracts and senses vibrational frequency in alignment with calm space, in my opinion, adjusting 
the amygdala and hippocampus relationship.  This could also be perceived as contraction due to the 
above mentioned paradox but also between simultaneous intensity and relaxation; a dualism of 
mutual existences providing contextual sights and feels within the oneness of being – connection 
and separation, both/and more.     

 

An idea that by giving attention equally to all constructs at core, secondary, or multi-partial one by 
one and circularly they become balanced to the point that they all become present presentations - 
thoughts in one place and many.  Eliminating the idea that no two thoughts can occur at one time 
but instead many can be held in awareness at once from a centralized position or space between 
spaces, including opposites presence emerges.  This could be described as Equilibration.                    

 

Each context is visited a number of times in a way that we may enter a hot or cold bath by dipping a 
toe, then our foot, our other toes then the starting with the other foot, bit by bit we can build a trust 
and emerge all the parts of our mind-body-system into to the water.  This could be either hot or cold 
context.  Some baths may not need multiple attempts and be easy to enter and others may take 
more time with a slower process.   You may think we do this naturally in dialogue and, yes indeed, I 
believe we do.  Bit by bit the interactions unfold to a limit of relational safety perceived and then in-
turn maintaining safety of the most fragile parts.  The intention in NVEBT is similar to systemic 
practices where it joins Person-centred ideas that are by default richer than a person-centred 



construction because the person knows more about the person than the therapist / client context - 
the therapist follows clients individual experiences dialogically, here it is the development of focused 
pure awareness that notes what happens, but with every aspect contacted we can focus into what is 
the actuality that resides beyond what presents or what we think it is (each aspect is like a label but 
we cannot accurately know how it was labelled or how it was constructed to warrant such a label), 
at least not like the client can from an experience differing to our own – the label has a shadow and 
dark side.  In this context NVEBT does not prescribe a certain and defined route to well-being that 
has been formed from a differing perception that thinks it is the same; because NVEBT believes this 
to be destructive and toxic adding to sociocultural suppressions and problem determination.  NVEBT, 
then, leans towards humanistic methods such as: IFS, PC, FOP, and Vipassana experiential models 
because it permits the individual contexts their own autonomy (singular scripts and narratives) or 
autonomies (plural for compounds of narrative).  NVEBT does not interfere with these to allow their 
personalized freedom of expression and because the position of the therapist is Non-Voyeuristic, 
and it contains and elicits innate containing qualities albeit we cannot know or see these in the most 
part, but only guess to what they may be with our felt-senses or systemic approximations (empathy).  
For example, formulated compounds can be felt as a strong force to an individual or an empathic 
other but this force can often be a cluster (Schemata / Narrative) of scripts that can indeed separate 
themselves with their own psychological loosening / differentiation given a safe environment to 
unfold a hidden and protected story, other than the formulation.  This can be described like knots 
being undone, walls falling or problematic experiences dissolving within vipassana meditation 
practice, as the relational dynamics shifts with bit by bit acceptance and constructions of belief (e.g. 
when it is safe the passengers can get out of the vehicle). The non-voyeuristic position of the 
counsellor, then, is important to maintain for the clients own therapeutic real-time processing; 
unless the client wishes to share their inner realizations / constructs into the relational dialogue post 
completion of the NVEBT process, at least, a cycle of systematic reflectivity that can become 
reflexivity.  This is where the client and therapist can confirm and clarify with cathartic effect on a 
different level, to then start another cycle if required.  Here, I have found within my research 
practice that clients often do arrive at a place where they feel more freed-up and willing to discuss 
their unblocked contexts especially as any shame and hurt narratives dissolve into a more accepting 
and valued position.  Here, it seems, clients re-position themselves towards a position of Safe-
Uncertainty valuing what was devalued, as expressed by Barry Mason (1993).  This could also be 
seen as re-mentalization and systemic unburdening / re-storying.    

 

I see NVEBT as a useful parallel to mindfulness where it enables sights between sensations and 
emotional constructs and sights between those. 

 

In my experience of practicing NVEBT, it seems, the more distress / affect the client is experiencing 
or has been experiencing the more effective the NVEBT process can be seen as a contrast to 
suffering.  So, NVEBT can be likened to switching-on a light or diluting squash.  i.e. if the light is 
already on, adding light will have little effect and contrastingly if the environment is dark, then, 
adding light will have a significantly noticeable effect or if the squash has been diluted the rawness 
of flavour will be less detectable (I refer here to the clients perceived contrast more than dark versus 
light being an expressive medium).  In this context I position NVEBT in the realms of the Emotional 
Freedom Technique and its effective variants, Molar memories in Human Givens, and also aside the 
“Rewind” trauma therapies that arose out of Neuro Linguistic Programming (NLP).  After the NVEBT 
process has taken place, clients have often been amazed at the results they had witnessed and taken 
away with them out of the therapy room. 



In many ways NVEBT with AEP is resonant of the old Asian stories about dying while your alive. i.e. 
your life flashing before your eyes is both illuminating and freeing.  

Clients that have engaged NVEBT have suggested it has shown them why they needed therapy and 
how worth therapy was for their benefit; especially when re-kindling and realizing the amount of 
resources with-in their own system. e.g. un-blocked happiness is a common theme that softens the 
contexts of depression, traumatic experience and anxiety.  I find it can also can be useful for clients 
who are stuck at impasse or frozen, to then, engage the work more openly.  However, there have 
been a smaller number of clients that have resisted and not engaged the ideas, its not for all and not 
all are willing to try a simple idea; as though believing something so simple cannot possible be of any 
use.  NVEBT is certainly not a fix all approach and was never intended to be, but it is early days.  
However, I cannot be sure some clients engage as much as they said they did or how much their own 
deeper disbeliefs or beliefs effected the resulting affect due to self-protective forces fighting against 
change (hidden resistance), holding onto the familiar.  Also, clients often want to get well and I must 
consider the idea of flight into health with clients claiming amazing results and the contrasting 
impact with the possible backlash of protective homeostasis.  Considering some clients go along with 
the process in verbal agreement at the logical level but it seemes hardly engaging at the experiential 
level  – may be the relationship, in this context, is not ready or the right not yet earned or maybe 
there was more value by keeping their system set and fixed as a usual known.  Doubt narratives may 
be a valuable factor, how can I really know the level and strength of a persons doubt, or how can 
anyone.  Sometimes, out of despair, clients present as willing to try anything to make a change 
without a real understanding towards any conviction about therapies in general and without 
needing to be convinced of something – the difference happens without resistance and via 
surrender therapy is permitted in hope.  Contrastingly, despair also rejects the effectiveness of 
simple ideas as much as it can invite the difference they were previously not prepared to try.  This is 
expected in the same way as clients can sometimes reject EFT, EMDR, and Rewind Therapies or CBT, 
PC, Mindful, Systemic or any other approaches from the position of the clients view of the world 
albeit they appear to carry things out in therapy as culturally expected.  This we can only respect and 
be curious about and ask to explore to seek its value and purpose, albeit this may not always be easy 
we aim to construct existential confirming narratives from clients own resources, within the default 
position of dialogue.  Noting this context NVEBT experienced by clients in my practice has, as far as I 
have seen within the counselling context, in all cases allowed for the emergence of this type of 
difference in perspective or at least a clearer view of their personal realities because it highlights the 
prejudices that are effecting and affecting their personal lives.  Albeit a small or larger difference, it 
seems, NVEBT assists identifying more and generates movement towards open discussion and inner 
fluidity.   I believe NVEBT also helps assist and emerges the expectations of the client becoming 
experientially realized or highlighted within the relationship in a similar way that the Miracle 
Question [MQ] can help identify denial and resistances because the strength of the problem bound 
contexts simply hold onto strong force within its current focus, it dominates the system whilst 
subjugating other parts of it, a good place to start.             

 

 

 

Data and feedback from clients 

Not yet written 

 

 



 

 

Description of the NVEBT Process.   

Version B (Sept 2013) previously disclosed online.  

 

Emotional Balance exercise  

overcoming inner avoidance and learning to be accepting with emotions 

Systematic sequence methods: 
Not yet disclosed 

Example (Brief) of ACES [first disclosed o. 

Client: I feel depressed. 
Consultant: Okay, somethings…. 


